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Article Body:
To reduce the need of repairs, use the following preventative measures. Proper maintenance and
Eleven money saving tips that will extend the life of your refrigerator/freezer and lower the
1.
Always ship refrigerators upright. Placing the refrigerator on the side may cause a Fr
2.
Locate refrigerators away from heat sources like your range, a radiator, or a sunny wi
3.
To avoid burning out the compressor, always plug the refrigerator directly into the wa
4.
Never run frost-free refrigerators with freezer compartments in unheated areas with ai
5.
When leaving for an extended time like a vacation or other long trip discard perishabl
6.
Do not over fill the refrigerator because cold air can’t circulate freely to regulate
7.
To prevent odors and food quality; cover or wrap all exposed foods. Clean up spills an
8.
Clean the refrigerator/freezer regularly by taking out all food and removable interior
9.
Especially in warmer climates like Atlanta and its long hot summers, it is recommended
10.
Regularly clean the seals in order to maintain proper temperature control and system e
11.
Sweep or vacuum dust and other debris under and around your refrigerator to promote go

By following these tips, you can prolong the life of unit and avoid many costly repairs. Nonet
Attempting to repair a refrigerator or freezer without proper training and safety standards is
Atlanta Refrigerator Repair can be reached at (678)-391-9243 or info@Atlantrefrigeratorrepair
Proper maintenance and care is essential in keeping your refrigerator and freezer running effi
By Manuel Enrique Lopez "QuiQue" is Chief Marketing Officer Home Partners Associates in Atlant
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